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Welcome to Music Heroes!
What is “Music Heroes”?
✦ Music students will complete quests to earn XP. Quests include things
like playing certain exercises, composing your own songs, learning about
professional musicians, attending concerts, helping younger students,
getting help from older students, and more.
✦ Earning XP will increase your rank. With each new rank comes a
reward.
✦ When you complete a quest, you’ll receive an email in your sd61learn
account that shows your current XP, rank, future quests to try out, and
how you are doing on certain skills! Email Mr. Leeson if you would like
your feedback emails to go to a different address.
✦ There are four kingdoms competing to collect the most “Kingdom
Points”. In June, the winning kingdom will have a pizza party (or a
different reward that is possible at that time) and bragging rights.
✦ The story of the Music Kingdoms will present you with chances to take
different actions after completing a quest by placing a “Music Shard” on
the board. Choose wisely and your Kingdom may gain additional
Kingdom points at the end of the month.
✦ XP will be factored into Music Report Cards as part of each student’s
mark in Band, Strings, and Choir. More importantly, quests are chance
to get some feedback and improve your skills!
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Earning XP
Basic Quests:
These are done by playing exercises from your music
book for Mr. Leeson (there is a list you can get from
Mr. Leeson). You can play them in person, record
yourself playing them, or do them in class on certain
days. Each month you can earn one music shard for
your kingdom by completing a basic quest!

Key Quests:
These are important quests that allow you to
progress further into your method book. You can
only move onto the next opus/unit/level after you
complete the key quest.

Custom Quests:
You can also propose quests to Mr. Leeson.
If it benefits your musical education and
requires considerable effort to complete,
Mr. Leeson will consider it!
Some common custom quests that you can
consider pre-approved are:
• Learning a short melody by ear (no sheet
music). This could be song by your
favourite artist, a movie theme, video
game theme, etc.
• Learning something you find sheet
music for online.
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Achievable Ranks
Rank
Number:

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Rank Name:

Beginner
Apprentice
Musician
Performer
Virtuoso
Hero
Master
Legend

XP
Needed:

Prize:

Privilege:

Small Prize

15

Small Prize

30

(Trip Privilege)

First Parent
Prize

50

Small Prize

85

Second
Parent Prize

135

Victory Video
“Parade of Heroes”

200
325

Master’s
Club

550

Reward for
entire class

5

Conduct 5 min
warm-up (optional)

Prizes and Privileges
Small Prize - Earn a small prize (usually candy!)
Parent Prize - Before you reach one of these prizes, negotiate two
non-monetary prizes with your parents. For example: An extra hour of TV
time, the right to stay up a little later on a Friday, getting out of a
particular chore, etc. Not money and not things bought with money.
Victory Video - At the final concert, the accomplishments of all students
reaching this rank or higher will be heralded in an EPIC video.
Master’s Club - Master’s Club members will enjoy a special prize of their
choosing after the final concert.
Guest Conduct a 5 Minute Warm-Up - With Mr. Leeson’s help, conduct
your ensemble in a five minute warm up. You can choose what the group
plays / sings!

Please note that prizes need to be claimed by you. Check your email. If you level up, the
email will say so and you check with Mr. Leeson to claim your prize! For parent prizes, you
can show your parents the email and/or have Mr. Leeson email your parents to confirm.
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Submitting a Quest
There are two ways to submit a Quest:
1. Play the Quest in class on certain days.
2. Record the Quest and submit via email, the music website, or by
sharing with cleeson@sd61learn.ca on Google Drive.
When emailing a recording, please put your name and the Quest
name/number in the subject line. (For example: Johnny Smith Basic
#23)
To submit a recording on the website, go to:
www.shorelinemusicnews.com and select “Music Heroes” from the
menu along the side. Fill in the blanks, upload your file, and click
“submit” to send the file to Mr. Leeson.
If you can’t email recordings, you can submit them on a USB drive as
well. Mr. Leeson may need to keep the USB Drive for a while.
When sending in quests by email, Google Drive, the website, or USB,
please only send in a maximum of three quests at a time. After you
receive your feedback email, you can send more (again three max please!)
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Feedback Emails
When you complete a quest, a feedback email will be sent to your
sd61learn account. Be sure to check it for important information
about your progress!
The email may look slightly different if viewed on different
devices or using different browsers.

If you emailed a
quest in, Mr.
Leeson will
record a
feedback video
for you. Find
the link to the
video by clicking
here!

If you rank up,
this gold section
will appear. Be
sure to claim
your prize by
checking in with
Mr. Leeson!
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This meter displays
how much XP you
need to rank up!
Ex: 10/20 means
you need 10 more
XP!

Completing
different quests
will add skill
points. When
you earn
enough, you’ll
earn a Mastery
check mark.

Instead of asking Mr. Leeson,
check here to see which quests
you have already completed!

Check here for quests you might
want to try next! These are the
quests that are available to you
right now. To make more available,
complete a key quest!
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XP Earned from a Quest
MORE DIFFICULT
Quest

=

MORE XP
EARNED

When you submit a quest, one of two things will happen:
• The quest will be approved by Mr. Leeson. You will receive the
number of XP indicated on the quest list (and a feedback
email).
• Mr. Leeson will give you some feedback on things you need to
improve before they can mark it as completed. This means you
should practice the Quest before making another attempt.
Note: Mr. Leeson is not looking for perfection. If you make a
couple of small mistakes, but show that you that you understand
the main point of that quest, it will be marked complete.
For example, if a certain quest is meant to teach you about a kind
of rhythm, that rhythm needs to be correct for the Quest to be
approved. If the rhythm is correct, but there is a small squeak or
“fracked” note, the Quest will still likely be approved.
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Kingdoms: A New Song

The four music kingdoms, Dragon, Griffon, Unicorn, and Wolf, have
reached a time of peace. With the Beasts of Discord vanquished, the Kingdoms
strive to build the greatest Music Kingdom!

• Mr. Leeson will let you know what Kingdom you have been placed in during
class. 95% of Gr. 7 and 8 students will be in the same Kingdom as last year.

• When you complete a basic quest (must be from a method book), you will

place a “music shard” on the board next to your Kingdom’s sign and put your
initials next to it.

• The default place to put your shard is called “Build” and means that your
Kingdom will get two Kingdom Points at the end of the month.

• Depending on the month, there will be options for where to place your shard.
Choose wisely and your Kingdom may benefit greatly!

• Each member of a Kingdom can only earn a shard once per month, so the
Kingdom that will find the most shards is the one with the most people
contributing!

• The Kingdom with the most Kingdom Points as of the final concert will have
their own pizza party (or other “Covid Possible” reward) in June.
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F.A.Q.
Q: What’s the overall goal of Music Heroes?
A: The idea is to motivate you and give you an easy way to see how much you are improving. In music, it’s
easy to feel like you’re not improving at all. This system will show you that you are in fact becoming a
better musician!
Q: Will the XP I’ve received be announced in class?
A: No. Your points will be considered private info. However, if you reach the rank of “Hero”, it will be
announced at the year end concert.
Q: Do I have to do any quests?
A: Mr. Leeson recommends that students complete about one quest per month. Beyond that, it is
optional (many students do more).
Q: Are Quests like tests or quizzes?
A: XP will make up a portion of your mark in music, but that’s about all they have in common with tests.
You don’t have to do all of these Quests. You can pick which ones you want to do in which order. You can
also re-do Quests as many times as you want.
Q: My older sibling plays the same instrument as me. Can they help me with Quests?
A: They are definitely welcome to help you and give you advice. However, they are not allowed to play a
recording for you! If Mr. Leeson has reason to suspect this is the case, he will confirm with parents and
you may be asked to do the Quest again in person.
Q: How should I record myself for a Quest?
A: A video recording is best. Audio recordings are ok too though. You are free to use any equipment
providing the quality is at least good enough for Mr. Leeson to hear you properly. No real player files
please.
Q: I’m a “Catch-Up” student (I started Band or Strings a year or two late) and a lot of these Quests are too
hard for me. Does this mean I can’t earn any XP?
A: If you started band or strings late, you can still play Quests. However, for the first little while, you may
want to find something easier to play as Quests. An exercise from the Gr. 6 Band book or from Strings
Explorer Book #1 would be ideal. Check with Mr. Leeson to find out how much XP you can earn.
Q: I’m a percussionist. What instrument should I play all of these Quests on?
A: Each basic Quest can played on Snare Drum or Bells/Xylophone. If Mr. Leeson notices that all of your
Quests have been on one instrument, he may require your next one to be on the other.
Q: I’m in more than one music group (Strings, Band, Choir). What do I do?
A: You can complete Quests on either instrument or voice. All XP will be totalled together. If you do all
of your Quests on one instrument, Mr. Leeson may ask you to do your next Quest on the other.
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